


ContouredSeven was founded in 2019 by Brittney Cherry.

 She discovered her love for fashion while in undergrad. It was through

Facebook she attracted many of her social media friends to her unique

style. She became a Lifestyle Blogger at one point but wanted to make a

bigger difference in the fashion world. She soon found she loved

marketing and helped brands solve problems for their businesses. This led

her to garner a career from retail to e-commerce. With her natural knack

for helping people visualize the bigger picture, she created

ContouredSeven to transform brands into a lifestyle.

about

Client: New Home Your Style
Service: Website Design



Social Media Marketing is very important for eCommerce,

personal brands, and service-based businesses. From

lifestyle images to videos, ContouredSeven has been able

to help clients really show their authenticity to their

audiences. By strategically planning and using metrics to

optimize, businesses have been able to find growth in sales,

website visits, followers, reach and conversions.

social
media

Client: Eve Lawrence Boutique
Service: Social Media Marketing, 
Digital Ads, and E-Mail Marketing
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Through successful social media strategy, revamping imagery, updating
brand language, allocating the right influencers and models, and using more
lifestyle images and videos, ContouredSeven has been able to double sales

within a year, increase followership by 50%, and increase digital ads reach for
their clients with an average ROAS of 3X.  
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Social Media Website Taps is averaging 1.2K/week, which has increased
website visits and sales after using relatable content and really telling the

story of the brand, products, and using our customers' voice in website
and social media language.
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D'IYANU
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After finding the right models, influencers, and photography team,
D'IYANU  was able to continue optimizing their look and they are now a

multi-million dollar brand. 
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D'IYANU

According to Neil Patel, 64% to 85% of video viewers convert into sales
leads Having the right video concept can truly change the trajectory of

your brand and show its story in action.  
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Click to Play

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ggwjh1I9q4Y&t=9s


E-mail marketing is still a valuable tool for eCommerce,

service-based brands, and personal brands. It's a quick way

to introduce your brand to your audience, provide quick

insights, exclusive deals, and brand updates.

ContouredSeven has been able to use segmentation, A/B

testing, and subject lines that have increased open rates

and click-through rates. 

e-mail
marketing

Client: Mermaid Magic
Website Client
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E-mail marketing is all about planning properly and truly understanding the
audiences' voice to be recognizable. Through proper segmentation, setting
up flows, and keeping up with metrics has allowed us to improve our clients'

sales, open rates, and click through rates.



Eve Lawrence Boutique
 

The biggest thing about email is ensuring your brand is consistent with
its verbiage, colors, call-to-actions, and organization. The most important
thing is also the subject line to entice clients and customers to open your

emails.
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Strategy Sessions have become an essential part of

ContouredSeven. These weekly sessions have helped clients

dig deeper into their business so they can truly understand

their brand positioning, evaluate their services, products,

and pricing, plan their social media, review metrics, and

automate their business.

consulting

Client: Amber J. Hardy, Realtor
Consulting Client



Mixy Lipgloss
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Strategy Sessions allows businesses to really understand where their
brand currently stands and how they can optimize so they can grow and

reach newer customers or clients, and keep returning customers and
clients loyal.  
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Ashtae Products

Beat By Lisha, LLC

D'IYANU

Eve Lawrence Boutique

FÀNDÉ

FYTS By KP

Hair By Chalcey

Lillie Julia

Mermaid Magic

Mixy Lipgloss

NaturAll Club

Shop With Preece

The Stylish Vault

URBANE by Charles Jay

 

client listAcademy of Creative Coaching

Authentically You: Women's

Lifestyle Ministry

Bonnti App

Dine With Dynasty

Food You Deserve

New Home Your Style

Mr. Footie's Soul Food & Catering

Tailored Touch Massage Therapy

The Fairy God Planner

TGND Consulting

The Melanated Space, PLLC

V'MERAKI Massage Pro

Safety Is Key Family Services

SaucyCurve Wing Sauce

Amber J. Hardy, Realtor

Kevyn Cherry

Sirena Speaks
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